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The purpose of this note is to prove the following
Theorem 1. Let V be a non-singular iw’educible algebraic variety

of dimension d, defined over a field K in an alfine space An. Then
the ideal defining V over K is generated by at most (n--d)(d+l)+l
elements.

To simplify our expression, we shall denote with N(e) the mini-
mum number of elements generating the ideal in a Noetherian ring
R. Our theorem means NR(p)<_(n-d)(d+l)+l, when R is the poly-
nomial ring of n variables K[X, X.,..., Xn] over K and p is the prime
ideal defining V over K. Now R is a regular domain as defined e.g.
in my former paper [2 and R/p becomes also a regular domain as
defines a non-singular variety. The rank of p is n-d, as V is d
dimensional (cf. [1). So our Theorem 1 is contained in the following
more general

Theorem 2. Let R be a regular ring of dimension d and p be
a prime ideal of rank s in R such that R/p is also a regular ring.
Then NR(P)_s(d-s+l)+l.

We shall begin with some lemmas.
Lemma 1. Let R be a semi-local ring with maximal ideals

m2,..., ms and a--(al, a.,..., as) be any ideal generated by s elements
in R. Then the simultaneous equations x=--a (mod. am) l_i_s,
have a solution in R.

Proof. Since R is semi-local, we have R-( m, m) for any i.

So there exist elements e, d for any i such that 1-e/d, where

em, m and dm. Then, if we set a--,ea, this is a solution

as is required.
Lemma 2. Let R be a local ring with a maximal ideal m, a be

any ideal of R and 5 be an ideal of R contained in a. Then, if
-am, we have --Proof. Set R--R/b, --a/5 and -m/b. Then, by our assumption,

we have m a-E So, i’. Since R is a local ring, we have, by
k--1

Krull’s theorem, V] -- (0). That is, -- (0). This shows a- 5.

Lemma 3. Let R be a Noetherian ring and a, 5 be two ideals of
R such that a 5. If aRm-SRm for any maximal ideal m of R, we
have


